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About This Game

About

Centifeed in an indie action game that will take you across 8 levels and multitudes of challenges for you to overcome!

Features

You are a customizable centifeeder that can swap parts on the fly.

Eat bugs to get rewards and grow larger and stronger.

Collect orbs and DNA points to unlock new body parts to access more difficult stages.

Mix and match body parts to get the ultimate build for your gameplay style.

Full Soundtrack

Full Controller Support
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Good fun for three bucks! A true twin-stick, like the original Robotron, where pushing the right-dpad will fire the weapon.
Decent level design, too, like pushing a car down a road, while zombies attack and also push the car back.

Played this game on ubuntu linux, with an xbox-type gamepad controller. This game was written in the unity game engine, and it
takes up 150 MBs of diskspace. Decent music and sound effects, too.. Bridges help you move. use bridges.. I read about Penny's
game on a Danish Tech news site and i have to say it's a great story, keep fanning that flame and i'm sure the young lady will go
far in life.

Good job Penny, me and my kids love your game !. After all the 3d programs I tried to learn this one is incredible and my
favorite. It's so easy to use!. Pretty good fun, with some decently challenging puzzles and plenty of fan service. Keeps the tone
of the books well, and doesn't feel like too much of a movie tie-in. Completed the whole thing in just under four hours, which
seems fair enough given its audience and the kind of game it is.. If you're looking for an amazing side-scroll platformer packed
full of kitty-cuteness this is the game for you!

Fairly crisp gameplay, there have been a few collisions or lack thereof I disagree with, but they were few and far between,
especially in comparison to other titles in similar genres.

I would love for this game to have a Badge & Card system for Steam so I can unlock some emoticons and backgrounds!
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You'll probably really enjoy this if you grew up with Goosebumps. Some of the objectives are hard to figure out, but it's a pretty
interesting point-and-click game, especially if you were or still are a fan of the franchise.. If you loved Popcap'S Zuma series
then you will love Sparkle 2. The same marble shooting madness but with different powerups and a strange story. Bonus stuff
like Challenge mode is also included as you progress through the game, unlocking more levels and powerups.. Got this for
£0.49. All you do is move a block around letters and it's a bit difficult but despite that I'm really enjoying this. Got it cheap
thankfully. Got alot of negetive review but ... to each thier own.. The first few times playing, I just got spooked, panicked, and
she ate my soul. Hmmpf, glad it\u2019s in VR. With a more level head, I was able to get through the whole thing \u2013
it\u2019s a great little puzzle\/escape-the-room type game! Scary? Darn tootin. Logical and solvable? You betcha. Worth a few
bucks? Heck yes! Thumbs: UP!. "you looked like you were just trying to do yoga and satan was bugging you"
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